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Abstract—In this paper, we derive the capacity of the de-
terministic relay networks with relay messages. We consider a
network which consists of five nodes, four of which can only
communicate via the fifth one. However, the fifth node is not
merely a relay as it may exchange private messages with the
other network nodes. First, we develop an upper bound on the
capacity region based on the notion of a single sided genie. In the
course of the achievability proof, we also derive the deterministic
capacity of a 4-user relay network (without private messages at
the relay). The capacity achieving schemes use a combination of
two network coding techniques: the Simple Ordering Scheme
(SOS) and Detour Schemes (DS). In the SOS, we order the
transmitted bits at each user such that the bi-directional messages
will be received at the same channel level at the relay, while
the basic idea behind the DS is that some parts of the message
follow an indirect path to their respective destinations. This paper,
therefore, serves to show that user cooperation and network
coding can enhance throughput, even when the users are not
directly connected to each other.
Index Terms—Network coding, Deterministic Relay Networks,
Capacity of Relay Networks, Bi-directional Relay Networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative communications for wireless networks have
gained much interest, due to its potential in improving the
performance of wireless networks. The relay network, where
an additional node acting as a relay is supporting the exchange
of information between the network users, is an important
building block for future wireless communications.
The capacity of the Gaussian relay network is still an elu-
sive goal. However, Avestimehr, Diggavi and Tse presented
the deterministic channel mode, through which we can get
approximate results for the capacity of the Gaussian relay
networks [1]. The Deterministic channel model captures the
two main features of wireless communication: broadcasting
and superposition of different signals. By eliminating the effect
of noise, it allows us to focus only on the interactions between
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the different signals. Insights gleaned from the deterministic
model can be used to find approximations of the capacity for
the Gaussian channels.
A. Related Work
In [2], the authors studied the capacity region of the
deterministic multi-pair bidirectional relay network, which
is a generalization of the bidirectional relay channel. They
proposed a simple equation-forwarding strategy that achieves
this capacity region which is tight to the cut set upper bound,
in which different pairs are orthogonalized on the signal
level space and the relay just re-orders the received equations
created from the superposition of the transmitted signals on
the wireless medium and forwards them. We call this scheme
the Simple Ordering Scheme (SOS). Then, from the insights
of this work, the authors of [3] used a combination of lattice
codes and random Gaussian codes at the source nodes to
propose a coding scheme that achieves to within 2 bits per
user of the cut-set upper bound on the capacity of the two-
pair two-way relay network.
In [4], the authors studied the X-Channel. They considered
a symmetric scenario, where the channel gain between each
user and the relay is reciprocal. First, they developed a new
upper bound based on the notion of a single-sided genie,
then they used it to characterize the deterministic multicast
capacity of their network. To prove the achievability, they
proposed the idea of detour schemes that route some bits
intended for a certain receiver via alternative paths when they
cannot be accommodated on direct routes.
Thereafter, the capacity of the deterministic Y channel was
studied in [5]. Using the notion of single sided genie, the
authors defined an upper bound on the capacity region,
and they proved its achievability using three schemes:
bi-directional, cyclic, and uni-directional communication.
Then, we extended these works in [6], by considering a 4-
user relay network with no direct link, where each user wishes
to exchange a number of private messages with the other 3
users via the relay node. Achievability of the capacity region
was demonstrated via two Detour Schemes that are different
from the ones used in [4] due to the different nature of the
multicast network.
Recently, the authors studied the capacity of a 3-user relay
network where the relay node is interested in exchanging some
private messages with the other network users in [7]. It was
shown that, if all messages emanating from the ”relay node”
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2are transmitted first, we obtain a reduced capacity region in
the form of the one of an asymmetric 3-user relay network,
which we proved its achievability of this reduced region by
using a combination of the SOS and a Detour Scheme.
B. Considered Scenarios and Contributions
We consider a deterministic 4-user multicast relay network
with no direct links, where each user can exchange private
messages with the other network nodes. Additionally, the
relay is interested in exchanging some private messages with
the network users. This situation resembles the case where
a base station relays messages between users and delivers
messages from the backbone system to the users as well.
Furthermore, this model may represent a femtocell with intra
messages and inter messages. A distinguishing feature of
this work is the assumption of non-reciprocal channels. In
fact, this work is a generalization of the work in [7] and
[6]; In contrast to [6], it considers 4-users relay network
with private messages and non-reciprocal channels, and in
contrast to [7] it considers an extra user in the network.
Therefore, results in [4]–[7] can be obtained from the results
presented here with appropriate settings of system parameters.
We start by developing a new upper on the capacity region
based on the notion of single sided genie. Then, we prove
the achievability of this upper bound in two steps. First, relay
private messages are delivered to their intended recipients.
After removing the delivered messages from the network,
we derive and achieve the capacity region of the resulting
asymmetric 4-user relay network. This capacity is achieved
by using one of the two schemes: either the Simple Ordering
Scheme (SOS) or the Detour Schemes (DS).
At a more fundamental level, this paper serves to show that
network coding, whether through relaying messages for other
users, or through aligning interference at the relay has the
potential to greatly enhance network throughput.
Also, it’s worth mentioning that we had showed the role of
using Detour schemes in achieving the degrees of freedom
region of the MIMO relay networks in [8].
C. Outline
In the following section, we define the system model. In
Section III, we state our main result, which is the capacity
region of the 4-user multicast relay network with private
messages from the relay. In Section IV, we present the first
part of of our achievability proof, which results in a reduced
network in the form of a 4-user non-reciprocal multicast relay
network. The capacity region of this reduced network and its
achievability are studied in Section V. The development of
the upper bound on the capacity region based on the notion
of single sided genie is explained in Section VI. Section VII
contains numerical examples that illustrate our achievability
schemes. In Section VIII, some comments regarding the gen-
eralization to the K user network are presented. Finally, we
summarize our conclusions in Section IX.
Fig. 1: System Model
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this work, we consider a network consisting of five nodes
as shown in Fig. 1. Each node aims to exchange private
messages with the other four nodes. The nodes from 1 to
4 have no direct links between them, thus they can only
communicate via node 5. However, node 5 is not merely a
relay, as it has its private messages to exchange with the other
four nodes. This situation resembles the case where a base
station relays messages between users and delivers messages
between the backbone system and the users. Also, it can
be used to model a femtocell with intra messages and inter
messages.
Using the deterministic channel model [1], we denote the
channel gain from node i to node j by nij = d0.5 logSNRe.
We assume a non-reciprocal scenario, where the ni5 6= n5i.
Therefore, we assume that the uplink channel gains satisfy
nt5 ≥ nu5 ≥ nv5 ≥ nw5 while the downlink channel
gains satisfy n5a ≥ n5b ≥ n5c ≥ n5d where {t, u, v, w},
{a, b, c, d} ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
III. MAIN RESULT
Theorem 1. The capacity region of the 4-user multicast relay
network with relay private messages is given by the integral
rate tuples that satisfies the inequalities (1)-(14),
Rw5 +Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nw5 (1)
R5d +Rad +Rbd +Rcd ≤ n5d (2)
Rv5+Rw5+Rwt+Rwu+Rvt+Rvu+max(Rvw, Rwv) ≤ nv5 (3)
R5c+R5d+Rad+Rbd+Rac+Rbc+max(Rcd, Rdc) ≤ n5c (4)
where Rij is the transmission rate from node i to node j,
RX5 = Rt5 + Ru5 + Rv5 + Rw5, and R5X = R5a + R5b +
R5c +R5d.
IV. ACHIEVABILITY
In this section, we prove the achievability of all integral
rate tuples that satisfy the conditions stated in Theorem 1. As
a first step to our achievability scheme, we serve the uplink
and downlink messages of node 5, which are represented by
the rates Ri5 and R5i, respectively. Subsequently, the network
with the remaining rates is reduced to an asymmetric 4-user
relay network. To complete the proof, we derive the capacity
3Ru5 +Rv5 +Rw5 +Rut +Rvt +Rwt + max
{
[Ruv +Ruw + max(Rvw, Rwv)], [Rvu +Rvw + max(Ruw, Rwu)],
[Rwu +Rwv + max(Ruv, Rvu)]
}
≤ nu5
(5)
RX5 +Rtu +Rtv +Rtw + max
{
[Ruv +Ruw + max(Rvw, Rwv)], [Rvu +Rvw + max(Ruw, Rwu)],
[Rwu +Rwv + max(Ruv, Rvu)])
}
≤ nt5 (6)
RX5 +Rut +Ruv +Ruw + max
{
[Rtv +Rtw + max(Rvw, Rwv)], [Rvt +Rvw + max(Rtw, Rwt)],
[Rwt +Rwv + max(Rtv, Rvt)]
}
≤ nt5 (7)
RX5 +Rvt +Rvu +Rvw + max
{
[Rtu +Rtw + max(Ruw, Rwu)], [Rut +Ruw + max(Rtw, Rwt)],
[Rwt +Rwu + max(Rtu, Rut)]
}
≤ nt5 (8)
RX5 +Rwt +Rwu +Rwv + max
{
[Rtu +Rtv + max(Ruv, Rvu)], [Rut +Ruv + max(Rtv, Rvt)],
[Rvt +Rvu + max(Rtu, Rut)]
}
≤ nt5 (9)
R5b +R5c +R5d +Rab +Rac +Rad max
{
[Rcb +Rdb + max(Rcd, Rdc)], [Rbc +Rdc + max(Rbd, Rdb)],
[Rbd +Rcd + max(Rbc, Rcb)]
}
≤ n5b (10)
R5X +Rba +Rca +Rda + max
{
[Rcb +Rdb + max(Rcd, Rdc)], [Rbc +Rdc + max(Rbd, Rdb)],
[Rbd +Rcd + max(Rbc, Rcb)]
}
≤ n5a (11)
R5X +Rab +Rcb +Rdb + max
{
[Rca +Rda + max(Rcd, Rdc)], [Rac +Rdc + max(Rad, Rda)],
[Rad +Rcd + max(Rac, Rca)]
}
≤ n5a (12)
R5X +Rac +Rbc +Rdc + max
{
[Rba +Rda + max(Rbd, Rdb)], [Rab +Rdb + max(Rad, Rda)],
[Rad +Rbd + max(Rab, Rba)]
}
≤ n5a (13)
R5X +Rad +Rbd +Rcd + max
{
[Rba +Rca + max(Rbc, Rcb)], [Rab +Rcb + max(Rac, Rca)],
[Rac +Rbc + max(Rab, Rba)]
}
≤ n5a (14)
region of this reduced network in Section V, and show that
the reduced rate tuples are achievable.
In the uplink phase, there are a total of nt5 levels that can be
reached from all nodes. If these level are assigned indices `1
to `nt5 , from lowest to highest, then any node i cannot send
bits on levels higher than `ni5 . Therefore, starting by node t,
we assign levels `nt5 through `nt5−Rt5 to the message from
node t to node 5. Then, starting from level nu5 or nu5 −
[Rt5 − (nt5 − nu5)]+ − 1, whichever is smaller, we assign
levels for the message R5u and so on. This is illustrated by
several examples in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Note that by virtue
of inequalities (6) through (17), such an assignment always
exists.
This procedure of assigning the channel levels for node 5
messages, is equivalent to subtracting the rates related to node
5, i.e. (Ri5 and R5i), from the both sides of all inequalities
stated in Theorem 1.
By applying this subtracting operation on the conditions (6)-
(9) and (11)-(14), we get the conditions (32)-(35) and (37)-(40)
respectively, where ntR = nt5−Rt5−Ru5−Rv5−Rw5 and
nRa = n5a −R5a −R5b −R5c −R5d.
Now, we will apply some mathematical simplifications to get
a meaningful reduced region. By subtracting all rates related
to node 5 from the both sides of conditions (3), (5) and (8),
Fig. 2: Assigning levels in uplink phase: (a) Rt5 < nt5−nu5, Ru5 <
nu5−nv5 and Rv5 < nv5−nw5. (b) nt5−nv5 > Rt5 > nt5−nu5,
Ru5 < nu5 − (Rt5 − nt5 + nu5)− nv5 and Rv5 < nv5 − nw5. (c)
nt5 − nw5 > Rt5 > nt5 − nv5, Ru5 + Rv5 < nv5 − nw5 − Rt5 −
(nt5 − nv5). (d) Rt5 > nt5 − nw5.
we obtain the following conditions
Rwt +Rwu +Rvt +Rvu +Rvw ≤ nv5 −Rv5 −Rw5 (15)
Rwt+Rwu+Rvt+Rvu+Rvw+Rut ≤ nu5−Ru5−Rv5−Rw5
Rwt+Rwu+Rvt+Rvu+Rvw+Rut ≤ nt5−Rt5−Ru5−Rv5−Rw5
4Fig. 3: Assigning levels in downlink phase: (a) R5a < n5a − n5b,
R5b < n5b − n5c and R5c < n5c − n5d. (b) n5a − n5c > R5a >
n5a−n5b, R5b < n5b−(R5a−n5a+n5b)−n5c and R5c < n5c−n5d.
(c) n5a−n5c > R5a > n5a−n5b, n5b−n5d−R5a−(n5a−nb5) <
R5b < n5b − n5c − R5a − (n5a − nb5), and R5c < n5c − n5d −
R5b − (n5b − nbc) + (R5a − (n5a − n5b)) (d) R5a > n5a − n5d.
Since Rut ≥ 0, then we have
Rvt+Rwt+Rvu+Rvw+Rwu ≤ nu5−Ru5−Rv5−Rw5 (16)
Rwt +Rwu +Rvt +Rvu +Rvw ≤ nt5 −RX5 (17)
The conditions (15)-(17) can be combined as
Rwt +Rwu +Rvt +Rvu +Rvw ≤ nvR (18)
where
nvR = min{nv5 −Rv5 −Rw5, nu5 −Ru5 −Rv5 −Rw5, ntR}
= nv5 −Rv5 −Rw5 − β
Again, by applying the same process on conditions (3), (5)
and (9), we can get
Rwt +Rwu +Rvt +Rvu +Rwv ≤ nvR (19)
Combining (18) and (19), we get (29).
Also, after subtracting the rates related to node 5 from the
both sides of the conditions (5) and (7), we get
Rut+Rvt+Rwt+Ruv+Ruw+Rwv ≤ nu5−Ru5−Rv5−Rw5
Rut +Rvt +Rwt +Ruv +Ruw +Rwv ≤ nt5 −RX5
These two conditions can be combined as
Rut +Rvt +Rwt +Ruv +Ruw +Rwv ≤ nuR (20)
where
nuR = min{nu5 −Ru5 −Rv5 −Rw5, nt5 −RX5}
= nu5 −Ru5 −Rv5 −Rw5 − [Rt5 − (nt5 − nu5)]+
Again, by subtracting the rates related to node 5 from the both
sides of the conditions (5) and (7), we can get
Rut +Rvt +Rwt +Ruv +Ruw +Rvw ≤ nuR (21)
The conditions (20) and (21) can be combined as the condition
(31).
Also, by applying the same process on the conditions (1), (3),
(5) and (9), we get the following conditions
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nw5 −Rw5 (22)
Rwt +Rwu +Rvt +Rvu +Rwv ≤ nv5 −Rv5 −Rw5
Rut+Rvt+Rwt+Rwu+Rwv+Ruv ≤ nu5−Ru5−Rv5−Rw5
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv +Rtu +Rtv +Ruv ≤ nt5 −RX5
Since any Rij ≥ 0, we can get
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nv5 −Rv5 −Rw5 (23)
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nu5 −Ru5 −Rv5 −Rw5 (24)
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nt5 −RX5 (25)
The conditions (22)-(25) can be combined as
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nwR (26)
where
nwR = min{nw5 −Rw5, nv5 −Rv5 −Rw5,
nu5 −Ru5 −Rv5 −Rw5, ntR}
= nw5 −Rw5 − [max(Rt5 +Ru5 +Rv5 − (nt5 − nw5),
Ru5 +Rv5 − (nu5 − nw5), Rt5 +Rv5 − (nv5 − nw5))]+
which is the same as condition (27) in Theorem 2.
Proceeding similarly for the downlink conditions, we obtain
(28)-(40), where
nRb = n5b −R5d −R5c −R5b − [R5a − (n5a − n5b)]+
nRc = n5c −R5d − n5c − γ
nRd = min{n5d −R5d, n5c −R5c −R5d,
n5b −R5b −R5c −R5d, nRa}
= n5d −R5d − [max(R5a +R5b +R5c − (n5a − n5d),
R5b +R5c − (n5b − n5d), R5a +R5c − (n5c − n5d))]+
Note that from the above expressions of the reduced channel
gains i.e. (niR and nRi), we can readily note that ntR ≥
nuR ≥ nvR ≥ nwR and nRa ≥ nRb ≥ nRc ≥ nRd. Finally,
we end up with the reduced capacity region which is stated in
Theorem 2. We can observe that this region is in the form
of the capacity region of asymmetric 4-user relay network
with channel gains ntR, nuR, nvR and nwR in the uplink, and
nRa, nRb, nRc and nRd in the downlink. Therefore, to continue
our achievability proof of the original capacity region stated in
Theorem 1, we need to prove the achievability of this reduced
capacity region stated in Theorem 2, which is our task in the
following sections.
V. ASYMMETRIC 4-USER RELAY NETWORKS
In this section, we study the capacity of the reduced network
that resulted after serving the messages related to node 5.
Thus, we derive the capacity of the asymmetric 4-user relay
networks, which is given by the following theorem:
A. Main Result
Theorem 2. The capacity of the deterministic 4-user relay
networks in given by the integral rate tuples that satisfy the
following inequalities:
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nwR (27)
Rad +Rbd +Rcd ≤ nRd (28)
5β =

[Rt5 − (nt5 − nv5)]+ +Ru5 Rt5 ≥ (nt5 − nv5)
Ru5 − (nu5 − [Rt5 − (nt5 − nu5)]+ − nv5) nt5 − nu5 ≤ Rt5 < nt5 − nv5
[Ru5 − (nu5 − nv5)]+ Rt5 < nt5 − nu5
γ =

[R5a − (n5a − n5c)]+ +R5b R5a ≥ n5a − n5c
R5b − (n5b − [R5a − (n5a − n5b)]+ − n5c) n5a − n5b ≤ R5a < n5a − n5c
[R5b − (n5b − n5c)]+ R5a < n5a − n5b
Rwt +Rwu +Rvt +Rvu + max(Rvw, Rwv) ≤ nvR (29)
Rad +Rbd +Rac +Rbc + max(Rcd, Rdc) ≤ nRc (30)
B. The Achievability of The 4-user Relay Network
Now, we prove the achievability of all rate tuples satisfying
Theorem 2 using one of two network coding schemes: either
the Simple Ordering Scheme (SOS) or the Detour Schemes
(DS) which attempt to find an equivalent network with modi-
fied rates that can then be accommodated by the SOS.
1) The Simple Ordering Scheme (SOS): The SOS scheme is
essentially the same as the one used in [2] and [4], where nu-
merous examples details its operation. Here, we only provide
an overview for completeness of our achievability presentation.
In the Simple Ordering Scheme (SOS), each node orders its
transmitted bits, such that the bi-directional messages, i.e. a
message from node i to node j and a message from node j
to node i, will be XORed over the same channel level at the
relay, then the relay reorders the received combinations and
broadcasts them. In other words, if two users i and j wish to
exchange a single bit, then they will need only use one channel
level. Thus, in the uplink phase, each user will send its bit over
the assigned channel level, and the relay will receive xij⊕xji,
then in the downlink phase, since the relay does not need to
decode each bit individually, it can simply broadcast xij⊕xji,
since user i knows xij , it can decode xji, and vice verse.
SOS for the Downlink: The messages to be transmitted are
divided into four segments, each of them contains a messages
of a certain user.
The first segment contains messages intended for user d and it
will be constructed as follows. Let φk = min(Rdk, Rkd) and
σk = max(Rdk, Rkd) for k ∈ {a, b, c}.
We XOR the first φk bits in Rdk with the corresponding bits
in Rkd. This results in a segment of size (φa+φb+φc). After
inserting these XORed bits, we append with any remaining
single bits to be transmitted to d, i.e. (σk−φk) bits from Rkd
if Rkd > Rdk, otherwise all bits intended for node d have
already been served.
The second, third, and fourth segments are dedicated to
messages intended for nodes c, b, and a respectively and
are constructed in the same manner. Note that in the higher
segments, we only consider the remaining bits in each stream
that were not included in lower segments.
SOS for the Uplink: The XORed bits received in the uplink
phase will be used ’as-is’ in downlink phase. The relay needs
only to re-order these bits to match the downlink segments
described in the previous subsection.
Lemma 1. The Simple Ordering Scheme (SOS) can achieve all
the integral rate tuples in the intersection between the capacity
region stated in Theorem 2 and the following extra conditions:
max{(Rwu +Ruv +Rvw), (Ruw +Rwv +Rvu)}
+Rwt +Rut +Rvt ≤ nuR (41)
max{(Rbc +Rcd +Rdb), (Rcb +Rbd +Rdc)}
+Rab +Rac +Rad ≤ nRb (42)
Rij+Rjk+Rki+max{(Rli+Rlj+Rlk), (Ril+Rjl+Rkl)} ≤ n∗
(43)
Rij+Rjk+Rkl+Rli+max(Rjl, Rlj)+max(Rik, Rki) ≤ n∗ (44)
for any {i, j, k, l} ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, where n∗ = min(ntR, nRa).
Proof. See appendix A.
2) The Detour Schemes: Till now, we proved the achiev-
ability of the integral rate tuples that satisfy both the conditions
in Theorem 2 and those in Lemma 1 simultaneously. By using
the Detour Schemes (DS), we will prove the achievability of
any integral rate tuple that satisfies the conditions in Theorem
2 but violates one or more from the conditions stated in
Lemma 1. In essence, the detour scheme converts the network
into an equivalent one, where (41)-(44) are satisfied, thus we
can apply the SOS to this equivalent network.
Before explaining the details of our detour schemes, we first
observe that the set of extra conditions represented by (41)-
(43) contain a 3-node cycle represented by the data flow along
the leading three terms in the left hand side (LHS). In contrast,
conditions represented by (44) contain two 3-node cycles. For
example, if max(Rjl, Rlj) = Rjl and max(Rik, Rki) = Rki,
then the 3-node cycles are i, j, k obtained from rates Rij , Rjk
and Rki, and the cycle i, j, l obtained from rates Rij , Rjl and
Rli. It is worth mentioning that the notion of these cycles will
be important in defining our detour schemes.
Since any achievable rate tuple may violate more than one
of the conditions expressed by (41)-(44), we define the
Maximum Gap Condition (MGC) as the condition having
the maximum difference between the RHS and LHS of the
inequalities over all the violated conditions expressed by (41)
and (44). According to the form of the MGC, we will use one
6Rut +Rvt +Rwt + max
{
[Ruv +Ruw + max(Rvw, Rwv)], [Rvu +Rvw + max(Ruw, Rwu)],
[Rwu +Rwv + max(Ruv, Rvu)]
}
≤ nuR (31)
Rtu +Rtv +Rtw + max
{
[Ruv +Ruw + max(Rvw, Rwv)], [Rvu +Rvw + max(Ruw, Rwu)],
[Rwu +Rwv + max(Ruv, Rvu)]
}
≤ ntR (32)
Rut +Ruv +Ruw + max
{
[Rtv +Rtw + max(Rvw, Rwv)], [Rvt +Rvw + max(Rtw, Rwt)],
[Rwt +Rwv + max(Rtv, Rvt]
}
≤ ntR (33)
Rvt +Rvu +Rvw + max
{
[Rtu +Rtw + max(Ruw, Rwu)], [Rut +Ruw + max(Rtw, Rwt)],
[Rwt +Rwu + max(Rtu, Rut)]
}
≤ ntR (34)
Rwt +Rwu +Rwv + max
{
[Rtu +Rtv + max(Ruv, Rvu)], [Rut +Ruv + max(Rtv, Rvt)],
[Rvt +Rvu + max(Rtu, Rut)]
}
≤ ntR (35)
Rab +Rac +Rad + max
{
[Rcb +Rdb + max(Rcd, Rdc)], [Rbc +Rdc + max(Rbd, Rdb)],
[Rbd +Rcd + max(Rbc, Rcb)]
}
≤ nRb (36)
Rba +Rca +Rda + max
{
[Rcb +Rdb + max(Rcd, Rdc)], [Rbc +Rdc + max(Rbd, Rdb)],
[Rbd +Rcd + max(Rbc, Rcb)]
}
≤ nRa (37)
Rab +Rcb +Rdb + max
{
[Rca +Rda + max(Rcd, Rdc)], [Rac +Rdc + max(Rad, Rda)],
[Rad +Rcd + max(Rac, Rca)]
}
≤ nRa (38)
Rac +Rbc +Rdc + max
{
[Rba +Rda + max(Rbd, Rdb)], [Rab +Rdb + max(Rad, Rda)],
[Rad +Rbd + max(Rab, Rba)]
}
≤ nRa (39)
Rad +Rbd +Rcd + max
{
[Rba +Rca + max(Rbc, Rcb)], [Rab +Rcb + max(Rac, Rca)],
[Rac +Rbc + max(Rab, Rba)]
}
≤ nRa (40)
of the two following detour schemes:
Detour Scheme 1 (DS 1): This scheme will be used when
the MGC is in the form of (41), (42) or (43) for a certain
{i, j, k, l}. In this case, the detour will be performed over
the 3-node cycle which exists in the MGC. To simplify the
notation, we assume without loss of generality that (Ril +
Rjl +Rkl) ≤ (Rli +Rlj +Rlk), hence the MGC in the form
of (43) can be written as:
Rij +Rjk +Rki +Rli +Rlj +Rlk > n
∗
Now, we need to reduce the rates of the left hand side by
subtracting λ, such that
(Rij +Rjk +Rki)− λ+Rli +Rlj +Rlk ≤ n∗
The subtracted λ-bits should be transmitted to their respective
destinations via alternative paths (detours). Thus all rates along
this detour must be increased, while at the same time satisfying
the other conditions in Theorem 2, (43) and (44). For example,
if we decide to detour λ-bits from the Rki via node j, this
means each rate of Rkj and Rji should be increased by λ.
Therefore, whichever the rate we choose to detour this λ-bits
from, the rates over the reverse cycle should be modified as:
Rji +Rik +Rkj → Rji +Rik +Rkj + 2λ
Detour Scheme 2 (DS 2): The MGC is in the form of (44)
for a certain {i, j, k, l}. In this case, the detour will be per-
formed through the two 3-node cycles represented by the MGC
i.e. (k, l, j) obtained from rates Rkl, Rlj and Rjk and (k, l, i)
obtained from rates Rkl, Rli and Rik. Again, we assume
without loss of generality max(Rjl, Rlj) + max(Rik, Rki) =
Rik +Rlj , hence the MGC in the form of (44) can be written
as:
Rij +Rjk +Rkl +Rli +Rik +Rlj ≥ n∗
First, we identify the 3-nodes cycles in the MGC which are
Rkl → Rlj → Rjk and Rkl → Rli → Rik
Again, we need to reduce the LHS by subtracting an integer
α from the rates that represent the two cycles such that the
reduced rates satisfy:
Rij + (Rjk +Rkl +Rli +Rik +Rlj)− α ≤ n∗ (45)
The omitted α-bits from the two cycles in (45) will be detoured
over two cycles. For example, we may detour α-bits from Rkl
via users j and l, thus the rates over this path will be modified
as follows
Rkl → Rkl − α,Rkj → Rkj + a1, Rjl → Rjl + a1,
Rki → Rki + a2, and Ril → Ril + a2
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Therefore, whichever the rates we choose to detour some bits
from, the rates over the reverse cycles should be increased as
follows
Rlk+Rkj+Rjl+Rki+Ril → Rlk+Rkj+Rjl+Rki+Ril+2α
Lemma 2. For all integer rate tuples for the 4-node relay
network satisfying Theorem 2 and where any of the conditions
in Lemma 1 is violated, it is possible to modify the rates using
one of the two detour schemes to find an equivalent network,
which can achieve the original rate tuple via alternative paths.
Proof. See appendix B.
Now, we have completed the achievability proof of any in-
tegral rate tuple that satisfies the conditions stated in Theorem
1 or Theorem 2, thus the converse for these two networks will
be detailed in the following section.
VI. THE UPPER BOUND BASED ON THE NOTION OF
SINGLE SIDED GENIE
In the traditional cut set bounds [9], network nodes are
divided into two sets S and Sc, which represent the trans-
mitting and receiving nodes, respectively. As was mentioned
in [4], in the downlink phase, it is assumed that all nodes in
Sc fully cooperate with each other and share all their side
information. The authors refer to this type of cooperation as
the two sided genie aided bound, since it may be viewed as
a genie transfers the side information of each node to other
nodes on the same side of the cut. Also in the uplink phase, it
makes two assumptions, the first is that a genie transfers the
side information of all nodes in Sc to the relay. Therefore, the
relay has more information than any other node in Sc, i.e. it is
more capable than all of them. This is clearly an upper bound,
since if the relay failed to decode then all other receiving
nodes will also fail to decode. The second assumption is that
all nodes in S share all their side information. The authors
in [4] argued that this traditional cut set bound to the relay
network leads to loose bounds, therefore a tighter single sided
genie aided upper bound was developed.
A. The Downlink Upper Bound
If we consider the cut on the downlink phase with S =
{i, j} and Sc = {k, l, 5}, the two sided genie, cut bound will
be:
R5i +R5j +Rki +Rli +Rkj +Rlj ≤ max(n5i, n5j)
However, let us assume that the genie transfers only all data
of node i to node j except the data represented by Rij . Now,
node j has more information than before, therefore if it fails to
decode Rij , we are sure that it will fail to decode it without this
additional information. Also, if it decoded Rij successfully,
then node j has its own side information in addition to all the
side information of node i. Thus, if node j fails to decode
the remaining data which is sent to it and node i, then we are
sure that node i will fail too. In the deterministic model this
is equivalent to
R5i +R5j +Rki +Rli +Rkj +Rlj +Rij ≤ max(n5i, n5j)
Conversely, if the genie transfers only all the data of node j
to node i, the bound will be as follows:
R5i +R5j +Rki +Rli +Rkj +Rlj +Rji ≤ max(n5i, n5j)
These two conditions can be combined as follows:
R5i+R5j+Rki+Rli+Rkj+Rlj+max(Rij , Rji) ≤ max(n5i, n5j)
We can notice that this is the form of condition (4).
For S = {i, j, k} and Sc = {l, 5}, if we assume that the genie
transfers all data from node i to nodes j and k i.e. (Rij and
Rik), and all data from node j to node k i.e. (Rjk), therefore
the data sent from node k to nodes i and j i.e. (Rki and Rkj)
is not known at nodes i and j, and the data sent from node j
to node i i.e. (Rji) is not known at node i. This results in a
tighter inequality as follows:
R5i +R5j +R5k +Rli +Rlj +Rlk
+Rji +Rki +Rkj ≤ max(n5i, n5j , n5k)
It is clear that for the S, Sc, the order in which the genie
transfers the data will affect the resulting inequality. Therefore,
the previous inequality represents only one of the different
genie orders namely i → j → k, which must be taken into
account to characterize the upper bound. Note that this is the
cut that gives, through different genie orders, the conditions
(10).
It should be mentioned that for S = {i} the cut contains
only one node, the single sided genie bound coincides with
the traditional two sided genie. For example S = {i} and
Sc = {j, k, l, 5}, we get
R5i +Rji +Rki +Rli ≤ n5i
which gives us condition (2) in Theorem 1.
In contrast, for the 4-user relay network, we need the cut
around the relay, where the one sided genie bound depends
only on the different genie orders. For example, if we assume
the genie order i→ j → k → l, this means the genie transfers
all data of node i to nodes j, k and l, then the data of node j
to nodes k and l, and finally, it transfers the data from node
k to node l, therefore the one sided genie bound in this case
will be:
Rli +Rlj +Rlk +Rki +Rkj +Rji ≤ nRa
which leads to conditions (37)-(40) in Theorem 2.
B. The Uplink Upper Bound
For the uplink, let us take S = {i, j} and Sc = {k, l, 5}
and the relay i.e. (node 5) is only the receiving node. If we
assume the one sided genie from node i to node j, the genie
transfers only Rij to the relay. And also the relay has all the
side information of nodes k and l, hence it should be able
to decode the data transmitted to them. Therefore, if it fails
then nodes k and l will also fail. Now, the relay is in a better
position to decode compared to node i and it should be able
to decode Rji.
In terms of the deterministic model this is equivalent to:
Ri5 +Rj5 +Rik +Ril +Rjk +Rjl +Rji ≤ max(ni5, nj5)
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be:
Ri5 +Rj5 +Rik +Ril +Rjk +Rjl +Rij ≤ max(ni5, nj5)
These two conditions can be combined as follows:
Ri5+Rj5+Rik+Ril+Rjk+Rjl+max(Rij , Rji) ≤ max(ni5, nj5)
which gives us condition (3) in Theorem 1.
For the cut S = {i, j, k} and Sc = {l, 5}, for the genie order
i→ j → k, we have the following bound
Ri5 +Rj5 +Rk5 +Ril +Rjl +Rkl
+Rki +Rkj +Rji ≤ max(ni5, nj5, nk5)
which leads to conditions (5) in Theorem 1.
Note that, for the asymmetric 4-user relay network, again here
we need the cut around the relay, where the bounds depend
only on the genie order, therefore from genie order i→ j →
k → l in uplink phase we get a bound restricted to ntR, which
has the same LHS of the bound we get from the reversed genie
order in downlink phase i.e. (l → k → j → i) restricted to
nRa. Therefore, we can combine these resultant conditions,
(32)-(35) and (37)-(40) in Theorem 2, to be restricted to n∗ =
min(nRa, ntR).
By taking all cuts with all possible genie orders, we get the
region stated in Theorems 1 and 2. However, some cuts do not
add new constraints on the capacity region as we will explain
in the following subsection.
C. Simplifying Observations
First, we observe that we need not take into account all
cuts where S contains node 5 with any other node, which
significantly reduces the number of inequalities to consider.
For example, let S = {5, 1} and let the genie transfer only
the data from node 1 to node 5, i.e. R15, this will provide the
following bound:
R52 +R53 +R54 +R12 +R13 +R14 +R51
≤ max(n51, n52, n53, n54) + n15
This condition is implicitly satisfied from the resultant bounds
from the cuts S = {5} and S = {1}
R51 +R52 +R53 +R54 ≤ max(n51, n52, n53, n54)
R15 +R12 +R13 +R14 ≤ n15
Therefore, the cut S = {5, 1} does not result in a new
constraint on the capacity region.
The second observation is that some cuts do not give a new
constraint on the capacity region, therefore they were not
stated in Theorems 1 and 2. For example, the bound obtained
from the cut S = {v} is implicitly included in the one obtained
from the cut S = {v, w}. For S = {v}, we have
Rvw +Rvu +Rvt ≤ nvR
Also, from the cut S = {v, w}, we get
Rvu+Rvt+Rwu+Rwt+max(Rvw, Rwv) ≤ max(nvR, nwR)
Therefore, we do not need to take into account the cut S = {v}
in characterizing the capacity region stated in Theorem 2.
Fig. 4: Example on the DS1: Detouring the red bit b212 via
user 3
VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we present two numerical examples that
illustrate our achievability schemes.
Consider the 5-node network channel gains is given as NUL =
(n15, n25, n35, n45), NDL = (n51, n52, n53, n54) and a rate
tuple R= (R12, R13, R14, R15, R21, R23, R24, R25, R31, R32,
R34, R35, R41, R42, R43, R45, R51, R52, R53, R54), while for
the reduced 4-user relay network the channel gains are given as
NrUL = (n1R, n2R, n3R, n4R), N
r
DL = (nR1, nR2, nR3, nR4)
and a rate tuple Rr = (R12, R13, R14, R21, R23, R24, R31,
R32, R34,R41, R42, R43).
A. Example 1: The use of DS1
Consider NUL=(11,5,7,1), NDL=(2,8,5,11) and R=
(2,0,1,2,0,2,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1). After serving user 5
messages, we get a reduced network with NrUL = (7, 4, 5, 0),
NrDL = (1, 5, 3, 7) and Rr = (2,0,1,0,2,1,1,0,1,0,0,0) which
violates some of the conditions in Lemma 1, and the MGC is
R12 +R23 +R31 +R14 +R24 +R34 = n
∗ + λ = 7 + 1
We detour one bit over the cycle 1→ 2→ 3. In particular, we
will detour one bit from the rate R12 via user 3, which results
in the modified rate tuple R¯r = (1,1,1,0,2,1,1,1,1,0,0,0). This
modified rate tuple satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2 and
Lemma 1, thus we can apply the SOS.
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user 1 and the blue bit b141 via user 3
B. Example 2: The use of DS2
Consider NUL=(11,10,5,3), NDL=(3,6,10,11) and R=
(2,1,0,1,0,2,1,0,0,0,1,1,2,0,0,1,0,2,1,1). First, we serve the
messages related to node 5 in both uplink and downlink phases
as illustrated in Section IV. Subsequently, we get a reduced
network with NrUL = (8, 8, 3, 2), N
r
DL = (3, 4, 7, 7) and Rr=
(2,1,0,0,2,1,0,0,1,2,0,0) which violates some of the conditions
in Lemma 1, and the MGC is
R12 +R23 +R34 +R41 +R13 +R24 = n
∗ + α = 7 + 2
Therefore, we will detour one bit from the rate R24 via user
1, and one bit from the rate R41 via user 3 which results
in the modified rate tuple R¯r = (2,1,1,1,2,0,1,0,1,1,0,1). This
modified rate tuple satisfies the conditions in Theorem 2 and
Lemma 1, thus we can apply the SOS as illustrated in Fig. 5.
VIII. TOWARDS THE K-NODE RELAY NETWORK
From the insights obtained from this paper, [6] and [7],
we can make a conjecture about the capacity region of the
K−node relay network with relay messages, where we have
K−1 users {1, 2, ..,K−1} each of them wishes to exchange
messages with the remaining network nodes via the K-th node
which acts as a relay beside its interest to transmit its private
messages to each user.
A. The upper bound
Based on the notion of one-sided genie, we can get the
upper bound for the uplink phase as follows For the cut set
that contains one node S = {j}, we get
K∑
i=1,i6=j
Rji ≤ njK
For the cut set that contains two nodes S = {j, k}:
K∑
i=1,i 6=j
Rji +
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k
Rki ≤ max(njK , nkK)
For the cut set that contains three nodes S = {j, k, l}:
K∑
i=1,i 6=j
Rji+
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k
Rki+
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k,l
Rli ≤ max(njK , nkK , nlK)
And so on, for the cut set that contains K − 1 users S =
{1, 2, ..,K − 1}:
K∑
i=1,i 6=j
Rji +
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k
Rki +
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k,l
Rli +
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k,l,m
Rmi
+ ..+
K∑
i=1,i 6=j,k,l,m,..,z
Rzi ≤ max(njK , nkK , .., nzK)
for all {j, k, l, .., z} ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..,K}.
We can proceed similarly to derive the upper bound on the
downlink phase.
B. Achievability
Again, after serving the K-th node messages, we obtain
a reduced capacity region in the form of the one of an
asymmetric K − 1-user relay network. The capacity of this
reduced network is obtained using a combination of the SOS
and Detour Schemes. We can conjecture that the set of extra
conditions needed to apply the SOS are cyclic conditions,
i.e. contain multiples of 3-node cycle. If any of these cyclic
conditions is violated we will use the Detour Scheme, we
will focus on forcing the MGC to be satisfied by detouring
a number of bits via all 3-node cycles contained in this
conditions. We tested our conjecture on 5-user relay networks,
and we found that the detour can be applied over multiples
of 3-node cycles, from 1 cycle up to 4 cycles, which supports
our conjecture.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we characterized the capacity region of a de-
terministic 4-user relay network, where the relay is interested
in exchanging private messages with the network users. The
use of a simplified, deterministic model, allowed derivation
of exact capacity results. However, the insights gained from
this simplified model suggest that cooperation among users
who are not directly connected, either by relaying other users’
messages (through detours) or by network coding, which took
the form of XORing bits from different users in the SOS
scheme, but could probably be through the use of Lattice codes
in Gaussian channels, can further improve network throughput.
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We developed a new upper bound on the capacity region based
on the notion of single sided genie. After serving the messages
related to the relay node, we obtained a reduced network in
the form of the asymmetric 4-user relay network. Thus, in
the second part of our achievability argument, we proved the
achievability of this reduced region via using the idea of the
detour schemes, where we sent some bits via alternative paths
instead of sending them directly.
Since we considered a 5-node network, this work strengthens
the conjecture in [7], that the capacity region K-user relay
network with relay messages, can be achieved in two steps:
first we serve the messages related to the relay, then we end
with a capacity region of asymmetric K-user relay network.
The capacity of this reduced network can be achieved using
combination of SOS and Detour Schemes, where the detours
are performed over multiple 3-node cycles. Also, this work
is a generalization for the work done in [6] by considering a
non-reciprocal scenario.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The SOS can only work if user i is able to transmit or
receive all its data on the available number of levels niR
and nRi respectively, which means that each segment can be
accommodated in the corresponding channel levels. The proof
depends on finding the size of each of the four segments,
and applying this condition to it in both uplink and downlink
phases.
For the uplink phase, the condition on the size of segment w,
which we call SSw is given by:
SSw = Rwt +Rwu +Rwv ≤ nwR
This condition is the same as condition (27) in Theorem 2.
Proceeding towards segment v, we calculate SSv , then apply
the condition
SSv + SSw ≤ nvR
∴ Rwt +Rvt +Rwu +Rvu + max(Rvw, Rwv) ≤ nvR
Again, this condition is the same as condition (29) in Theorem
2.
Then, we proceed towards segment u, we calculate SSu, then
apply the condition
SSu + SSv + SSw ≤ nuR
∴ Rwt +Rvt +Rut +max(Rvw, Rwv)
+ max(Rwu, Ruw) + max(Ruv, Rvu) ≤ nuR
By comparing this condition with the conditions (31), we
can find that we need the following extra two conditions to
guarantee that the above condition is satisfied:
Rwt +Rvt +Rut +Ruv +Rvw +Rwu ≤ nuR
Rwt +Rvt +Rut +Rvu +Ruw +Rwv ≤ nuR
Now, these two conditions can be combined to give condition
(41) in Lemma 1.
Finally, we proceed towards segment t, we calculate SSt, then
apply the following condition
SSt + SSu + SSv + SSw ≤ ntR
∴ max(Rtu, Rut) + max(Rtv, Rvt) + max(Rtw, Rwt)
+max(Ruv, Rvu)+max(Ruw, Rwu)+max(Rvw, Rwv) ≤ ntR
The above condition is equivalent to a combination of 26 = 64
conditions, depending on the rate achieving the maximum in
each of the terms above, we are sure that 24 of them are
already satisfied from the conditions (32)-(35), thus to apply
the SOS we should have rate tuple that satisfies the remaining
40 conditions, we found that these conditions can be written
as (43) and (44) in Lemma 1, but restricted to ntR.
We will follow the same steps for the downlink phase.
Therefore, the size of segment d, which is denoted by SSd
in downlink is given by:
SSd = Rad +Rbd +Rcd ≤ nRd
which is condition (28) in Theorem 2.
Proceeding towards segment c, we calculate SSc, then we
apply the condition
SSc + SSd ≤ nRc
∴ Rac +Rad +Rbc +Rbd + max(Rcd, Rdc) ≤ nRc
Again, this is condition (30) in Theorem 2.
Then, we proceed towards segment b, we calculate SSb, then
we apply the condition
SSb + SSc + SSd ≤ nRb
∴ Rab +Rac +Rad +max(Rbc, Rcb)
+ max(Rcd, Rdc) + max(Rbd, Rdb) ≤ nRc
By comparing this condition with the conditions (36), we can
find that we need the following extra two conditions to apply
the SOS:
Rab +Rac +Rad +Rbc +Rcd +Rdb ≤ nRb
Rab +Rac +Rad +Rcb +Rbd +Rdc ≤ nRb
These two conditions can be combined to give condition (42)
in Lemma 1.
Finally, we proceed towards segment a, we calculate SSa,
then apply the condition
SSa + SSb + SSc + SSd ≤ nRa
∴ max(Rab, Rba) + max(Rac, Rca) + max(Rad, Rda)
+ max(Rbc, Rcb) + max(Rbd, Rdb) + max(Rcd, Rdc) ≤ nRa
Again, by comparing the above condition with the conditions
(37)-(40), we can get the conditions (43) and (44) in Lemma
1 but restricted to nRa, thus if we combined them with
the conditions we get from the uplink phase, we get the
conditions (43) and (44) as stated in Lemma 1 restricted to
min(ntR, nRa) = n
∗.
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
A. Detour Scheme 1
For simplicity, assume the MGC is in the form of (43) for
{i, j, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4} and max{(R41 +R42 +R43), (R14 +
R24 +R34)} = R14 +R24 +R34, then the MGC is
R12 +R23 +R31 +R14 +R24 +R34 = n
∗ + λ (46)
However, by combining the conditions (32)-(35) with (37)-
(40), for any order of the channel gains, we get
R12 +R23 +R13 +R14 +R24 +R34 ≤ n∗
R21 +R23 +R13 +R14 +R24 +R34 ≤ n∗
R12 +R32 +R13 +R14 +R24 +R34 ≤ n∗ (47)
By comparing these conditions with the MGC, we obtain
R31 ≥ R13 + λ R12 ≥ R21 + λ R23 ≥ R32 + λ (48)
Also, from the extra SOS conditions in Lemma 1, we have
R12 +R23 +R31 +R41 +R24 +R34 ≤ n∗ + λ
R12 +R23 +R31 +R14 +R42 +R34 ≤ n∗ + λ
R12 +R23 +R31 +R14 +R24 +R43 ≤ n∗ + λ
Again, by comparing with the MGC, we get
R14 ≥ R41 R24 ≥ R42 R34 ≥ R43 (49)
Now, we need to choose the rate Rij from which we will
subtract λ bits, thus we have the following three options:
1) Detour bits from R12: We can apply this detour as long
as none of the following occurs:
• d = 3 or w = 3.
• c = 3 and d = 4, or v = 3 and w = 4.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R12 → R12 − λ, R13 → R13 + λ and R32 → R32 + λ
2) Detour bits from R23: We can apply this detour as long
as none of the following occurs:
• d = 1 or w = 1.
• c = 1 and d = 4, or v = 1 and w = 4.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R23 → R23 − λ, R21 → R21 + λ and R13 → R13 + λ
3) Detour bits from R31: We can apply this detour as long
as none of the following occurs:
• d = 2 or w = 2.
• c = 2 and d = 4, or v = 2 and w = 4.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R31 → R31 − λ, R32 → R32 + λ and R21 → R21 + λ
By checking the conditions in Theorem 2, for each case,
taking into account (48) and (49), we can verify that all of
them are satisfied. Therefore, regardless the ordering of
the channel gains, there will be at least one detour we
can apply.
Remark. If the MGC is in the form of (41) or (42), the proof
will follow the same steps, but we will compare the MGC
with the conditions in Theorem 2 that are restricted to nuR,
i.e. (31), and nRb, i.e. (36), respectively.
B. Detour Scheme 2
If the MGC is in the form of
Rij+Rjk+Rkl+Rli+max(Rjl, Rlj)+max(Rik, Rki) ≤ n∗
(50)
The detoured bits will be subtracted from specific rates
selected from the two 3-node cycles according to the or-
der of the channel gains in both UL and DL phases. For
simplicity, we assume the MGC in in the form of (50) for
{i, j, k, l} = {1, 2, 3, 4} and max(R13, R31) = R13 and
max(R24, R42) = R42, then the MGC is expressed as
R12 +R23 +R34 +R41 +R13 +R42 = n
∗ + λ (51)
We can observe that the MGC contains the following two 3-
node cycles
R34 → R42 → R23 R34 → R41 → R13
However, by combining conditions (32)-(35) with (37)-(40),
for any order of the channel gains, we can obtain
R43 +R41 +R42 +R12 +R13 +R23 ≤ n∗ (52)
By comparing this condition with the MGC, we get
R34 ≥ R43 + λ (53)
From the extra SOS conditions, we have
R34 +R42 +R23 +R12 +R13 +R14 = n
∗ + β1 (54)
By subtracting this condition from the MGC, we get:
R41 = R14 + λ− β1 (55)
Also, from the upper bound conditions in Theorem 2, we have
R12 +R13 +R14 +R23 +R24 +R34 ≤ n∗
and by comparing with (54), we get
R42 ≥ R24 + β1 (56)
Again, from the extra SOS conditions in Lemma 1, we have
R34 +R41 +R13 +R12 +R42 +R32 = n
∗ + γ1 (57)
By subtracting this condition from the MGC, we can get:
R23 = R32 + λ− γ1 (58)
Also, from the upper bound conditions in Theorem 2, we can
get
R31 +R32 +R34 +R41 +R42 +R12 ≤ n∗
and by comparing with (57), we obtain
R13 ≥ R31 + γ1 (59)
where λ = β1 + γ1.
Now, we need to choose the rates from which we will detour
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the λ-bits, we have the following options:
1) Detour λ bits from R34: We can apply this detour as
long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 1 or w = 1.
• d = 2 or w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme will be as follows:
R34 → R34 − λ,R31 → R31 + γ1, R14 → R14 + γ1,
R32 → R32 + β1 and R24 → R24 + β1
2) Detour γ1 bits from R34 and β1 bits from R42: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 1 or w = 1.
• d = 3 or w = 3.
• c = 1 and d = 2, or v = 1 and w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R34 → R34 − γ1, R31 → R31 + γ1, R14 → R14 + γ1,
R42 → R42 − β1, R43 → R43 + β1 and R32 → R32 + β1
3) Detour γ1 bits from R13 and β1 bits from R42: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 3 or w = 3.
• d = 4 or w = 4.
• c = 3 and d = 1, or v = 3 and w = 1.
• c = 4 and d = 2, or v = 4 and w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R13 → R13 − γ1, R14 → R14 + γ1, R43 → R43 + γ1,
R42 → R42 − β1R43 → R43 + β1 and R32 → R32 + β1
4) Detour γ1 bits from R34 and β1 bits from R23: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 1 or w = 1.
• d = 4 or w = 4.
• c = 1 and d = 2, or v = 1 and w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R34 → R34 − γ1, R31 → R31 + γ1, R14 → R14 + γ1,
R23 → R23 − β1, R24 → R24 + β1 and R43 → R43 + β1
5) Detour γ1 bits from R41 and β1 bits from R34: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 2 or w = 2.
• d = 3 or w = 3.
• c = 2 and d = 1, or v = 2 and w = 1.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R41 → R41 − γ1, R43 → R43 + γ1, R31 → R31 + γ1,
R34 → R34 − β1, R32 → R32 + β1 and R24 → R24 + β1
6) Detour γ1 bits from R41 and β1 bits from R42: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 3 or w = 3.
• c = 3 and d = 1, or v = 3 and w = 1.
• c = 3 and d = 2, or v = 3 and w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R41 → R41 − γ1, R43 → R43 + γ1, R31 → R31 + γ1,
R42 → R42 − β1, R43 → R43 + β1 and R32 → R32 + β1
7) Detour γ1 bits from R41 and β1 bits from R23: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 3 or w = 3.
• d = 4 or w = 4.
• c = 4 and d = 1, or v = 4 and w = 1.
• c = 3 and d = 2, or v = 3 and w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R41 → R41 − γ1, R43 → R43 + γ1, R31 → R31 + γ1,
R23 → R23 − β1, R24 → R24 + β1 and R43 → R43 + β1
8) Detour γ1 bits from R13 and β1 bits from R34: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 2 or w = 2.
• d = 4 or w = 4.
• c = 2 and d = 1, or v = 2 and w = 1.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R13 → R13 − γ1, R14 → R14 + γ1, R43 → R43 + γ1,
R34 → R34 − β1, R32 → R32 + β1 and R24 → R24 + β1
9) Detour γ1 bits from R13 and β1 bits from R23: We can
apply this detour as long as none of the following occurs:
• d = 4 or w = 4.
• c = 4 and d = 1, or v = 4 and w = 1.
• c = 4 and d = 2, or v = 4 and w = 2.
We apply the detour scheme as follows:
R13 → R13 − γ1R14 → R14 + γ1, R43 → R43 + γ1,
R23 → R23 − β1, R24 → R24 + β1 and R43 → R43 + β1
By checking the conditions in Theorem 2, for each case, taking
into account (53), (55), (56), (58) and (59), we can verify that
all of them are satisfied.
Therefore, regardless the ordering of the channel gains,
there will be at least one detour we can apply.
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